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FOREWORD

The exhibition the Illawarra Pavilion by artist Gary Carsley and architect Renjie Teoh, in a 

‘collusion’ known as the ArcHitects, is unlike any other previously exhibited at Wollongong 

Art Gallery (WAG). Eschewing conventional distinctions between art and its typically invisible 

container—the gallery space—it takes a multidisciplinary approach making the space which 

contains the exhibition an integral subject of the work. 

The Illawarra Pavilion is an exhibition where art and architecture are inextricably entangled. 

Furniture and objects from WAG’s Mann-Tatlow Collection of Asian Art are deconstructed, re-

contextualised and reworked to create a fictional world that subverts what is known and familiar. 

Their Pavilion seduces the viewer by presenting the unexpected through stunning imagery.

There are distant echoes of Chinese film director, Yimou Zhang’s elegant and subdued 

presentations of Chinese notions of beauty permeating throughout the exhibition. The 

components within the Illawarra Pavilion are artfully presented as if dreams, imaginary figments 

of the ArtHitects’ minds. Muted shades of maroon, white and slate grey combine with soft hues 

of light dappling the interior to tell subtle stories with ambiguous endings. It is a democratised 

approach to art allowing viewers to create their own fictional worlds and construct narratives 

within its ephemeral interiors.

The Illawarra Pavilion deliberately breaks the established rules of art installation. We see that 

although we are fully immersed within the gallery space there is an ambiguity, a constant tension 

between the interior space and a tantalising exterior world visible through strategically placed 

‘openings’ in the wall spaces. It is precisely this oscillation, this looking at and sporadic looking 

through, that reinforces an illusionary quality and sense of poetic purpose in the exhibition. 

Objects from the Mann-Tatlow Collection of Asian Art combine in unexpected ways with 

recontextualised architectural features composed of over 4,000 overlapping A4 photocopied 

sheets which, when pasted to the gallery’s walls, form one of the largest and most conceptually 

dazzling print works being undertaken anywhere in the world at this time. Iconic local natural 

elements, such as the Illawarra flame tree (Brachychiton acerifolius), are juxtaposed with digital 

animation and sound then seamlessly incorporated within the ArtHitects’ illusionistic, printed 

environment to create something wholly new.

Wollongong Art Gallery is pleased to bring this inimitable and innovative exhibition to you.  We 

would like to extend our sincere gratitude to Gary Carsley and Renjie Teoh for their indefatigable 

passion and commitment to this project. They have created something exceptional and we hope 

you take the opportunity to visit, experience and enjoy this unique exhibition.

John Monteleone

Gallery Program Director
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Illawarra
Pavilion

Showing (off) from March 13th to May 29th 2022
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The (many) lives of spolia

Candace Richards with the ArtHitects1 

The objects of our lives are infused with our presence, 

memories, essence. Heirlooms passed down through 

generations become emissaries of people long gone, 

taking on new significance with each consecutive 

owner. This layering of memory is most commonly 

communicated in the stories we tell ourselves and 

each other, often prompted, informed or otherwise 

inspired by such heirlooms. However, over time worn 

surfaces and inconsequential markings leave the 

physical object stained with those memories, physical 

evidence of the lives or events it has witnessed. 

To reach into the past and bring forth an artefact, 

whether it be a sculpture, a piece of architecture, a 

personal trinket, domestic crockery, even a melody 

or lyric2, is to bring with it the memories embedded 

within them. To then reanimate that object or subject 

in the present requires negotiation of its histories, 

while simultaneously adding to its biography. 

These reused materials are known as spolia, a term 

primarily used in archaeology, designating a stone or 

other material repurposed in a subsequent building 

or monument. 

The concept of spolia provides a framework for 

understanding how and why material culture 

from the past, ancient or recent, is picked up and 

recontextualised to generate new meanings. Spolia 

itself is a repurposed word. From the Latin, spolium, 

implying stripped (like an animal hide) or spoils 

taken (after a conflict), it was reframed in the early 

twentieth-century, particularly in Western art theory, 

to analyse the ubiquitous architectural reuse evident 

throughout the Roman Empire and subsequent 

European cultures where ancient materials have been 

repurposed time and again. In the sixteenth-century 

Raphael commented on perhaps the most well-

known spolia monument, The Arch of Constantine, 

located a short distance from the Colosseum in the 

heart of Rome.

The sculptures of the… arch are very feeble 

and destitute of all art and good design. 

Those, however, that come from the spoils of 
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Trajan and Antoninus Pius are extremely fine 

and done…

— Letter to Pope Leo X, written by Raphael, 

c. 1519.

The Arch itself was constructed in 312 CE in 

commemoration of Constantine’s victory over rival 

emperor Maxentius at the Milvian Bridge and features 

relief sculpture, columns and marble blocks salvaged 

from the monuments of former emperors Hadrian, 

Trajan, Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius, alongside 

newly cut pieces. What Raphael described as evidence 

of a decline in artistic skill during the fourth century, 

is rather to be interpreted as a conscious choice; 

invoking the past to create physical association with 

the memory of these former emperors, who ruled 

a prosperous and peaceful Rome, with the new 

leadership of Constantine.

This use of spolia as a tool for political legitimisation is 

a common occurrence throughout history and across 

cultural spheres. Beyond the political and ideological, 

spolia can be a functional reuse of materials 

previously discarded then rediscovered. Significant 

events like earthquakes and war impact upon a city’s 

infrastructure, destroying buildings and in course 

creating a surplus of damaged materials  which may be 

reused immediately, or, as with dilapidated buildings, 

neglected over time, subsequently rediscovered and 

taken up as a resource by later generations. 

In Istanbul, the grand basilica Hagia Sophia was 

converted into a mosque at the beginning of Ottoman 

rule in 1453. During the reign of Murad III, 12th Sultan 

of the Ottoman Empire (1574–1579), two oversized 

round marble urns made in the Hellenistic period 

(300–30 BCE) were bought from Pergamon to the 

mosque.  Taps were added, supporting their utility 

as water basins, and they were placed alongside 

decorative inverted ionic column capitals. In this 

context the spolia’s former significance is obscured and 

it is the aesthetics of the marble itself that were desired. 

While in some instances spolia may be valued for their 

surfaces and aestheticism rather than their invocation 

of a past memory, that memory, even if dormant in 

one act of reuse, remains present, with potential to be 

activated at any (future) time in another.
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In contemporary Australia adaptive reuse of whole 

buildings, and insertion of spoliated remains in 

new construction has become increasingly popular. 

Heritage guidelines written in the early 2000s 

explicitly call for reuse of the past as a way of 

connecting community to history, promoting adaptive 

reuse as ‘helping to identify our places as Australian, 

rather than generically “modern” or “contemporary”.’3  

This parochial approach to spolia and historic 

appropriation in Australia, often perpetuates colonial 

dominance of the landscape and overly euro-centric 

manifestations of history and memory.  Such 

approaches struggle to mirror Australia’s millennia of 

indigenous history while failing to recognise its multi-

cultural present.  

While the focus of this essay has been on the 

definition and usage of spolia and has concentrated 

on some of its celebrated applications, smaller actions 

involving spolia are no less potent. To reuse spolia 

is a deliberate act of new cultural memory making, 

requiring careful selection of components and a deep 

understanding of their historicity.

In the Illawarra Pavilion the ArtHitects bring fresh 

life to domestic furniture and ceramics from 

Wollongong Art Gallery’s Mann-Tatlow Collection 

of Asian Art. The ArtHitects cohere temporally 

divergent elements, principally from Ming and Qing 

period China, with the natural flora of the Illawarra 

region into an immersive space for a contemporary 

Australian audience. The spoliated doors of a 

Qing period cabinet open onto confabulated vistas 

confected by the ArtHitects, producing an effect that 

is at once historic and contemporary, natural and 

constructed. Their enactment of spolia’s material 

and philosophical legacies allows the audience to 

find a harmony in these juxtapositions, invoking 

associations real and imagined

  

Encountering spolia can be lie reading alternative 

records of geopolitical change. By working principally 

with artefacts from the Asia Pacific region the 

ArtHitects are implying that 1770 and 1788 became 

inevitable once Diogo Lopes de Sequeira (1465–1530) 

arrived in Malacca (Malaysia) and Ferdinand Magellan 

(1480–1521) arrived in Cebu (Philippines) hundreds of 

years earlier.  The Illawarra Pavilion acknowledges that 
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colonial conquest of Australia was an extension of 

that already underway in peninsular and archipelagic 

Asia, a premise that links the local to the regional in 

the past and through that to the present and future. 

Dislocating the lattice backs of a Qing dynasty 

provincial hardwood cabinet (among other furniture 

items) and photographing them at a high enough 

resolution to produce digital files that enable their 

reproduction as multi-perspectival architectural 

features at variable scales,  contemporising 

spoliation, an arcane process and the new knowledge 

it potentially transmits.

When these panels and doors are removed, 

repositioned and reintegrated elsewhere into a 

hybrid architectonic order that is concurrently 

cultural amalgam and mnemonic feedback loop, 

spoliation functions as a proxy dialogue for 

similar real-life experiences like immigration 

and assimilation.  Other permutations involving 

carvings, ornamentation and textures, including 

the gallery floor, are similarly treated, further 

amplifying the ArtHitects’ deployment of spoliation 

as a surrogate discourse for social, economic and 

political disruption. Spolia allows the ArtHitects 

to engage with current topics of consequence in 

an expanded temporal field while synthesising a 

contemporaneity shaped at the intersection of their 

pedagogical, generational and cultural differences, 

one that reflects the emergent aspirations and 

evolving aesthetics of the increasingly blended 

communities transforming this time and place.

Candace Richards is Assistant Curator, Nicholson 

Collection, Chau Chak Wing Museum, University of 

Sydney.

1  Candace Richards first introduced us to the term spolia and parts of this text synthesise material from a conversation had with her during a 
studio visit at the Clothing Store Artist Studios (Carriageworks, Sydney) in December 2021 — the ArtHitects.

2 The ArtHitect’s cite sampling, dubbing and other music-based processes, for example Eminem’s incorporation of fragments of Dido’s 1998 re-
lease Thank You into his 2000 hit Stan, as evidence of how spoilation now operates outside its origins in architecture and building and is currently 
used by artists and others to generate new content.

3 ‘Adaptive Reuse: Preserving our Past, Building our Future’, Department of the Environment and Heritage (Canberra: Commonwealth of Austral-
ia, 2004) p. 2. https://www.awe.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/adaptive-reuse.pdf (accessed 3 April 2022).
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Nil Sine Labore (Nothing Without Work) 

Adele Tan

In the 1980s, when Derby-born Australian William 

S. Tatlow (1921–2006) began to survey the Asian 

artefacts that he and his close friend Gora Singh 

Mann (b. 1936 who was from British North Borneo, 

present-day Sabah) had collected for over two 

decades, he reflected deeply about the future of the 

collection and thought, ‘What’s the point of collecting 

and then dispersing it?’1  In 2022, almost two decades 

after formalising the donation of hundreds of their 

artefacts to constitute the Mann-Tatlow Collection 

of Asian Art to the Wollongong Art Gallery, the 

ArtHitects Gary Carsley (artist) and Renjie Teoh 

(architect) enact an ornamental celebration of Tatlow 

and Mann’s collection by inverting Tatlow’s logic of 

gathering onto a single point and instead gesturing 

towards the joyous yet estranging dispersal of 

viewpoints and the deconstruction of verisimilitude. 

One could venture that it was indeed the quirky 

composition of the Mann-Tatlow Collection that 

persuaded Carsley and Teoh to proceed with the 

methodology that they had contrived. The Mann-

Tatlow collection comprises an eclectic range of 

objects, from an array of ceramics to furniture items, 

which is not uncommon for Asian collections. 

But what sets this one apart from the rest is the 

ArtHitects’ specific reading and further extrapolations 

of the collection’s multiple locative and temporal 

features—that many of the artefacts were not from 

the major source countries of China and Japan 

but were found in Southeast Asia as part of export 

wares. For example, furniture pieces in the collection 

had period styles that did not belong to its time of 

fabrication, like a cleanly elegant pair of Ming-style 

horseshoe chairs from the Qing dynasty, with small 

details of sculptural flourish giving lie to the fact 

that time is literally out of joint. The ArtHitects 

perceived the persistence of certain forms and 

patterns, the commonality of a shared language, from 

the Neolithic to the twentieth century, and from the 

Northeast of Thailand to the Eastern Mediterranean, 

such that they augur possibilities for communion and 

communication that can take place despite the vast 

distances of time and space. 
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Such a commitment to close, sustained analysis and 

investment in the triangulations between the terms 

of the regional, the national and the international, 

stem from Carsley’s long-running entanglements 

with cultural questions and politics. If in the past he 

was interested in the tropes of mimicry and passing 

in order to surface the relationship of identity and 

validation of white Australia to British and European 

metropoles, the ArtHitects’ present interest takes 

them beyond this paradigm to an Australia that has 

a renewed purchase on its colonial histories and 

connections with the Indigenous and the Asia-Pacific, 

in particular its neighbour Southeast Asia. This vector 

can be appreciated as a decolonial outlook, which in 

Argentinian social theorist Walter Mignolo’s view 

resists (but does not ignore) Western attributes of 

modernity that was enforced globally through empire 

and colonialism and replaces it with other forms 

of epistemes such as local or indigenous modes of 

living and thinking. Extending Mignolo’s premise, the 

ArtHitects forge new frameworks for decoloniality that 

focuses on changing the terms of the conversation and 

not just its content.2 

Gathered and then scattered in this fashion into the 

Illawarra Pavilion presents a spectacular conceit, a 

fantastical synaptic field and immersive theatrical 

confection. The exhibition is replete with ornate 

specimens from the Mann-Tatlow collection, such as 

a carved Chinese cabinet in red lacquer and gilded 

pine from the Qing dynasty and pairs of Ming dynasty 

Longquan stoneware vases and jars with celadon 

crackle glaze which sit alongside newly-made white 

ceramic plates from IKEA with decal irises, flat-packed 

plywood tables with contours resembling traditional 

Chinese furniture. Combined with a miniature 

hortus conclusus (enclosed garden) held in a large 

bowl receptacle-pond, Teoh calls this arrangement 

his ‘bowlscape’, containing a miniature evocation 

of the Illawarra escarpment. If the artefacts startle 

it is because they have now been emplaced within 

an architecturally engineered scene that upsets the 

established order of coordinates and orthodoxies. 

The gallery space is enthrallingly magnified but also 

a discombobulated exaggeration via floor-to-ceiling 

tiling of wall-mounted coloured A4 photocopier 

printed sheets that present extensions of vistas, rooms 

and pathways, and the creation of a peristyle which the 
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addition of suspended columns that simultaneously 

take formal reference from existing concrete pillars 

while resembling lighted lanterns.  

The chief ingenuity displayed in the Illawarra Pavilion 

is what the ArtHitects have managed to do with 

furniture and wares in the collection. While high-

resolution digital images of doors and lattice panels 

of antique cabinets in the collection have been used to 

create differently scaled-up versions for the Pavilion’s 

gridded wallpaper to become false doors for made-up 

rooms, dividers and cupboards, the physical doors and 

panels themselves quietly hide amidst the wallpaper 

to blend into and become part of the decorative 

features suggested by the printed substrate. Cabinets 

and tables stand in front of fabricated architectural 

scenes, playing on ideas of the proxy-surrogate and 

giving bodily tangibility to an otherwise flat superficial 

contrivance. The ArtHitects’ ruse brings to mind the 

instructive utility and latent seriousness of such play 

on object use and reuse, the starting point of all forms 

of activism that purports to want to agitate for a change 

of the status quo, for the advancement of a diverse 

society and inclusive humanity.

It would not be too far-fetched to describe the activity 

of the ArtHitects as the performance of ‘queer use’, 

a term deployed by British-Australian feminist 

academic and activist Sara Ahmed in the concluding 

chapter of her book What’s the Use?: On the Uses 

of Use, where one can discern the parallels of what 

Carsley and Teoh are attempting with how Ahmed 

sees the world transforming because of work people 

have done to shift the notions and timing of use and 

non-use (such as the withdrawal of labour). Ahmed 

forcefully but persuasively states: 

The history of use is a history of such 

displacements, many violent—displacements 

that are often unrecognised because of how 

things remain occupied. It is because of 

this occupation, this settling of history, this 

weight, that queering use requires bringing 

things down. This is why it is not enough to 

affirm the queerness of use. To bring out the 

queerness of use requires more than an act 

of affirmation: it requires a world dismantling 

effort. In order for queer use to be possible, 
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in order to recover a potential that has not 

simply been lost but stolen, there is work 

to do. To queer use is work: it is hard and 

painstaking work; it is collective and creative 

work; it is diversity work. 

Queer use is the work we have to do to queer 

use. This image has something else to teach 

us. Creating a shelter and disrupting usage 

can refer to the same action: 

A doorway becomes a meeting place. 

A kitchen table becomes a publishing 

house. 

A post box becomes a nest.3 

It is easy to be mesmerised and lost within the maze 

of illusionistic and temporally ambiguous spaces 

of the pavilion, as well as the discursive density of 

the narratives, histories and memories that can be 

accessed via the multiple QR codes in the installation. 

What comes through tangentially with criticality, 

however, is the ArtHitects’ process as a meditation on 

the (economic) condition of labour and a rewriting of 

the terms of the performance of such labour which 

they consider as inherently trans-substantive. It is 

terrifically apropos that the Illawarra Pavilion is sited 

within a former secretarial typing pool (Wollongong 

Art Gallery’s building being the former chambers 

and offices of Wollongong Council) which would have 

hosted mostly female working-class typists, but it is 

however no coincidence that Carsley and Teoh both 

opted to operate under a new portmanteau moniker (a 

nod to Carsley’s love for the subterfuge through word 

play and puns), forsaking and thereafter disabusing us 

of the arrogance of individual authorship. Over the past 

five years Carsley has increasingly developed new ways 

of getting other people to express their creative agency 

together with him, that in our common parlance 

we would blandly call collaboration or partnership. 

Carsley redacts this relationship by conferring upon it 

a new term of reference: collusion:

Collusion provides a non-sanctioned, 

underexplored framework for agreements 

to be reached between multiple participants 

enabling them to achieve their objectives 

by acting in unison or concert with each 

other. As a mode of cooperation, it attracts 
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suspicion and unsettles many, for its long 

association with the conspiratorial and 

attempts to overthrow entrenched authority. 

To invoke collusion as a paradigm for shared 

authorship then is to concurrently evoke the 

negative agency of the clandestine, the secret 

and the covert. In my opinion, all excellent 

reasons to embrace rather than recoil from 

this proposition.4

Written as a reflection on his commissioned work at 

the National Gallery Singapore, The Regency Made 

Me Blind (2018), Carsley describes and acknowledges 

the different contributions and exchanges of labour 

(undergirded by the firmament of friendship) that all 

unassuming actors bring to a project, from his co-

creators Jeremy Chu and Renjie Teoh, to the less visible 

layers of museum staff and participant-delegates. It is 

important to the ArtHitects that despite the surfeit of 

photographic images the core term for this collusion 

between art and architecture is that of enactment and 

not representation, enforced by what they see as the 

collapse of the value of labour relative to neoliberal 

capital. The reinstatement to sight and thought of 

ritualistic, repetitive and culturally symbolic work of 

laboriously pasting discrete pieces of photocopied 

paper onto walls is not to produce more images of 

labour (which depictive attributes risk reinforcing 

binaries of victim and perpetrator), but to seek labour 

as part of the artwork’s methodology and the regard 

of artists as social beings rather than singular geniuses. 

The insertion of an AI-generated ‘Invigilator’ in 

the form of an eighteenth-century Derby porcelain 

figurine animated with a human face and voice in 

the Illawarra Pavilion, expands the scope of labour to 

include that of the non-human, but at the same time 

elevates the paradoxically diminutive but essential 

role of the gallery sitter and guide. This animation 

itself points to more avenues for collusive labour, 

this time involving three people of Chinese descent, 

providing respectively their projection mapping skills, 

vocalisation and facial expressions, and compositional 

talents for music.

Visitors to the Pavilion are also made to work for 

their visual rewards. There are multiple places in the 

installation where one must move one’s body and 

sensory parts in order to take in other dimensions of 
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the project; for example, advancing closer to inspect the 

parquet flooring details embedded in the wall features, 

and moving further out to discern the settings of 

pareidolia that the ArtHitects have playfully inserted. 

Pareidolia describes the innate human tendency in 

our perception to impose a meaningful interpretation 

on a nebulous or random visual stimuli, so that one 

sees faces, objects, patterns or hidden meanings 

where none are in fact intended. Interestingly, this 

is now part of how scientists train machine learning 

programs to use visual cues to correctly distinguish 

and recognise the representational content of images. 

Nevertheless, it is a reminder of how machines and 

technological equipment are fundamental to how 

humans perform their labour and in the ArtHitects’ 

case, the camera, the computer and increasingly 

their use of the photocopier-printer, as indispensable 

companions for the achievement of aesthetic effects 

that are key to their practice and are as deserving of 

elegiac tributes as are phenomena from the natural 

world.

Despite its status as a temporary art installation-

commission, the Illawarra Pavilion stands as a site-

specific, anti-amnesiac, commemorative monument 

to the historically industrial and working-class city of 

Wollongong. The ArtHitects contend that the working 

class is historically politically progressive, and not the 

bastion of conservatism that many now perceive them 

to be. It is the sudden (and continuing) disappearance 

of gainful employment across all sectors of the 

economy in the Illawarra (and almost everywhere 

else) that caused a deep disenfranchisement leading to 

greater community bonds and mutual respect across 

cultural lines to be sundered. The socio-economic 

precarity and vulnerability of Wollongong’s workers 

is echoed in the artwork’s facture: three months’ 

worth of material immateriality followed by its easily 

accomplished removal with just water and a day spent 

peeling it off.  And yet, consistent with their aesthetic 

manoeuvres to reinject into art and cultural discourses 

that are marginalised and to subvert conventional 

notions of value hierarchy (i.e. furniture’s secondary 

relationship to the fine arts canon due to it being 

commonly classed as craft or design and therefore less 

valuable), the ArtHitects have envisioned the Illawarra 

Pavilion as an artwork that can be subdivided and 

sold off by the metre, echoing industrial production 
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and sales, instead of pandering to the capitalistic 

machinations of art market valuations.

Wollongong Art Gallery’s initiation of this 

overturning of entrenched structures has enabled the 

Illawarra Pavilion’s existence and the performance 

of the ArtHitects’ conceptual labour through an 

unprecedented act of generosity. By permitting the 

ArtHitects access the Mann-Tatlow collection and 

the incorporation of artefacts in the Pavilion, most 

notably disembodied doors from various cabinets, 

Wollongong Art Gallery has allowed Carsley and Teoh 

artistic licence to do something difficult and different 

while exploiting the complementary skills that they 

had between them. And much more admirably, the 

ensuing commission pays homage to the importance 

of the work of philanthropy, charity and volunteerism, 

whereby donations of money, time, effort, objects and 

equipment, whether by individuals or corporations, 

continue to be welcomed acts of civic virtue and 

communal trust.

Adele Tan (PhD) is Senior Curator at the National Gallery 

Singapore.

1  The Mann-Tatlow Collection of Asian Art, ex. cat. (Wollongong: Wollongong Art Gallery, 2016), http://www.wollongongartgallery.com/
exhibitions/Documents/Mann%20Tatlow%20Exhibition%20Catalogue.pdf (accessed 30 March 2022).

2  See Walter D. Mignolo and Catherine E Walsh, On Decoloniality: Concepts, Analytics, Praxis, (Duke University Press: Durham and London, 
2018).

3  Sara Ahmed, What’s the Use?: On the Uses of Use, (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2019), 229.

4  Gary Carsley, ‘Alluding To Colluding (Labouring the Point)’ in Brian Curtin et. al., ‘Roundtable on Collective Work’, Southeast of Now: Directions 
in Contemporary and Modern Art in Asia 5:1 (2021): 262-263.
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IMAGE DESCRIPTIONS 

Inside Cover. QR Code, Illawarra Pavilion 2022 Soundscape by 
Louise Loh, flute solo Angie Wyatt. The Invigilator 2022. (Details, 
P22.)

P1. The Escarpment 2022 (Renjie Teoh). Moving-water Bowlscape 
(动水盆景) and Tripodal Cilliba 2022 (Renjie Teoh) router-cut flat-
pack plywood table.

P3. In Laudem Laboris I: the ArtHitects (Gary Carsley at left, and 
Renjie Teoh at right).

P4. View towards the Northeastern Ceremonial Gatehouse 
2022 (detail) overlapping 80 gsm A4 photocopy substrate. 
Carved lattice panel from MT:229 Qing dynasty (1644 - 1912) c. 
1700s Provincial lattice-backed hardwood cabinet, MT:220 late 
Qing dynasty porcelain Floor Vase with incised polychromatic 
overglaze enamel decoration.

P5. MT:002 Gansu province, late Neolithic Yangshao-Majiayao 
culture China Burial jar c.2000 BCE earthenware with painted 
decoration, set within MT:231 late Qing Dynasty carved blackwood 
cabinet, overlapping 80 gsm A4 photocopy substrate.

P6-P7. Living Quarters 2022 (detail) looking towards the Wodi 
Wodi Track, left-hand door leaf from MT:230 late Qing Dynasty 
pair of carved blackwood cabinets and overlapping 80 gsm A4 
photocopy substrate.
 
P8-P9. View of the foothills of Mount Keira from the Glass Bridge 
2022 featuring window shutters from MT:230 late Qing Dynasty 
pair of carved blackwood cabinets and overlapping 80 gsm A4 
photocopy substrate. On the left, The Inverted Vestibule. (Details, 
P36.)

P11. MT:229 Qing dynasty c. 1700s Provincial hardwood cabinet 
sans carved lattice back panels. From top to bottom: MT:023 late 
Edo/early Meiji Japan c. 1800s pair of Imari ware plates underglaze 
blue, overglaze enamel, MT:110 Tang dynasty (618 - 906) Amphora 
stoneware with translucent glaze, MT:001  Northeast Thailand, 
Udon Thani province Neolithic Ban Chiang Culture c. 300 - 200 
BCE Ban Chiang earthenware pot with red painted decoration, 
MT:214 late Edo period Japan c. 1850 Koransha large porcelain 
bowl with underglaze blue, overglaze enamel, and overlapping 80 
gsm A4 photocopy substrate.

P12-13. Illawarra Pavilion 2022 Peristyle, looking south-west. MT:224 
Qing dynasty c. early 1700s pair of Ming-style horseshoe-shaped 
rosewood armchairs, MT:132 Chinese decorative carved-nephrite 
screen and MT:U01 c. late 1800s Chinese porcelain baluster vase 
with blue glaze on and within !MingMing! 2022 (Renjie Teoh) 
router-cut flat-pack plywood side table.

P15. (Details, P12-13)

P16. Lantern-Columns 2022 (the ArtHitects). Outer: cotton, inner: 
polyester, bronze eyelets, chrysanthemum upholstery pins and 
router-cut plywood ribs.

P17. Cinnabar Vault (unfurnished), overlapping 80 gsm A4 photocopy.

P18-19. Illawarra Pavilion 2022, peristyle, furniture, antiques and 
assorted artworks.

P20. Cinnabar Vault (furnished), overlapping 80 gsm A4 
photocopy. With Eye only have Ayes 4 Ewe (Homophonic 
Heterochromia) 2022 (Gary Carsley). MT:226 Qing Dynasty carved 
red lacquer and gilded pine cabinet, MT:096 Ming dynasty (1368 
- 1644) pair of c. 1500 lidded stoneware jars with celadon crackle 
glaze, MT:026 Late Ming dynasty pair of c. 1600 Longquan tall 
stoneware vases with celadon glaze and a pair of white ceramic 
plates with applied decal.

P21. In Laudem Laboris II: (top to bottom) before construction, 
Louise Brand and Mignon Steele, Louise Sykes and Renjie Teoh,

P22. The Invigilator (Still) 2022 (Gary Carsley). Videography by Yi 
Song and Runqing Ye. Single channel HD video with soundscape 
by Louise Loh, length 10:35 (looped).

P23. In Laudem Laboris III: (top to bottom) Karan Singh and 
Mignon Steele, Karan Singh and Gary Carsley, Jenny Tubby, Milly 
Hyde and Mignon Steele.

P25. Lightwell 2022. Middle right-hand door panel of MT:226 Qing 
Dynasty carved red lacquer and gilded pine cabinet with opening 
onto the Wollongong Botanic Gardens.

P26-27. Northeastern Ceremonial Gatehouse 2022 with Still Life as 
Monument 2021/22 (Gary Carsley). UV hardened inks on laser-cut 
4mm Dibond panels and two-part resin as the moongate-shaped 
aperture, and MT:220 late Qing dynasty porcelain Floor Vase with 
incised overglaze polychrome enamel decoration. Overlapping 80 
gsm A4 photocopy.

P28-29. Section of the alphanumerical-grid installation schema for 
the Covered Garden Walkway 2022.

P30-31. Covered Garden Walkway and Pagoda 2022. MT:227 
Late Qing dynasty, Xuantong period (1908 - 1912) Pair of c. 1910 
rosewood Altar tables and MT:223 Qing dynasty c. 1700 - 1800’s 
hardwood Side table, with MT:018 possibly Northern Wei dynasty 
(386 - 534) Burial jar c. 300 - 400s earthenware with moulded 
forms and MT:027 Western Jin dynasty (265 - 317) Yue ware 
covered funerary urn, hun’ping spirit jar stoneware with grey green 
glaze, against wall-based photocopy substrate.

P32-33. Hall of Honoured Guests 2022, overlapping 80 gsm A4 
photocopy substrate. MT:222 late Qing dynasty Provincial Elm 
armchairs, MT:221 mid Qing dynasty c. 1700-1800s Ming-style 
hardwood Altar table and MT:008 20th Century Chinese carved 
cinnabar Lacquer dish with mountain scene.

P34. In Laudem Laboris IV: from left - Milly Hyde, Karan Singh, 
Louise Brand and Mignon Steele. The Conservatory 2022, 
overlapping 80 gsm A4 photocopy.

P36. Pentimento #1 - View of Mount Kembla from Glennifer Brae, 
2022 (Gary Carsley). UV hardened inks on laser-cut 4mm Dibond  
panels and two-part resin.

The Illawarra Pavilion is confabulated out of 3,563 overlapping 80gsm A4 photocopies cohering into a continuous 61.5 lineal-
metres long architectonic substrate, installed over 24 consecutive days.

The ArtHitects wish to acknowledge the support of the following Galleries.

ROSLYN OXLEY9 GALLERY, SYDNEY.

THATCHER PROJECTS, NEW YORK.

TORCH GALLERY, AMSTERDAM.

ART PORTERS, SINGAPORE.

Note: MT prefix before a number denotes the Mann-Tatlow Collection ID number
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The ArtHitects wish to acknowledge the support 
of Create NSW and KYOCERA Document Solutions 
Australia Pty Ltd. 
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